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program to edit 2D and 3D data.. and more for more than 3D modeling programs.Sister publication
of micro tube Ferrari celebrates the luxury custom sports car, the Ferrari 250 Testarossa has
surpassed the 25 years mark this month, and as the wheels of time spin, the competition in the high-
end sports car segment moves on. No longer just taking a sip from the neck of your girlfriend's best
friend, tonic quenched with a wedge of orange, the sports car is now expected to be almost as social
a vehicle as the car itself. The 250 Testarossa is no exception. As a small, high-performance,
midrange, four-seater sports car, the 250 Testarossa has always been about cheeky fun and
character. To promote the 25th anniversary of this model, Ferrari created the "Tessie," which is
Italian for tank. Titled the "25 Years Special," the limited edition set of 750 cars will be available in
June for an undisclosed price. Offered as a two-seater, the car aims to fill the gap between the 250
GTO and the Testarossa, and can use either the Testarossa's standard 3.4-liter, twin-turbo V8 or the
Testarossa's own, 4.6-liter, twin-turbo V8. "It's the best of the two worlds," said Alistair Potter, who
heads up Ferrari North America. "The people who like the horsepower of a GTO will like the power
and character of the Testarossa. We're offering a two-seat version of the Testarossa that still has the
race car character of the GTO." Potter said the Testarossa starts at about $250,000 and can be
customized to have a $10,000 or $20,000 options package, depending on the engine used and the
color chosen. "In some ways, it's the most accessible Ferrari sports car," he said. "The acceleration
is spectacular, and it accelerates like a race car." The Testarossa is rated at about 550 hp, though
"those engines can go as high as 613 hp in this car," said Steve Lowry,
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